South African National Parks: Addo Elephant, Agulhas, Augrabies, Bontebok, Camdeboo, Golden Gate Highlands, Kgalagadi Transfrontier, Garden Route (an amalgamation of Tsitsikamma, Knysna Lagoon and Indigenous Forests and the Wilderness Lake System), Karoo, Kruger, Mapungubwe, Marakele, Mokala, Mountain Zebra, Namaqua, Richtersveld, Table Mountain, Tankwa Karoo, West Coast.

This edition’s featured park is Addo Elephant National Park

- Addo Elephant is in the Eastern Cape and stretches from the Alexandria Forests in the south-east, through to the Darlington Lake in the arid Karoo in the north-west, with a marine section that includes several coastal islands where colonies of sea-birds and fur seals breed.
- The greater park includes 5 of South Africa’s 9 habitat biomes making it more biologically diverse than many countries and any other reserve in South Africa.
- The park is renowned for saving the Eastern Cape populations of elephant and buffalo from extinction and both these species now thrive in the park in good numbers.
- The park is home to the Big Seven, with elephant, buffalo, rhino, lion and leopard being joined by whales and sharks in the park’s marine section.
- Addo Main Camp is 72km from Port Elizabeth and has 5 accessible units and accessible ablutions at the camp’s campsite, while Matyholweni Camp has 2 accessible cottages (all ablutions are equipped with roll-in showers).
- Main Camp’s central complex (restaurant/shop/reception) has ramps and an accessible toilet, and accessibility has been provided at a bird-hide, a floodlit underground hide, a viewing platform and an in-camp nature trail.
- The new Ulwazi Interpretive Centre/Conference Facility is equipped with accessible parking, toilets and ramps, while Jack’s picnic site in the game area has UA ablutions and UA braai/picnic facilities.